POLY-FIBER AIRCRAFT COATINGS

Poly Fiber Aerotane

A tough, flexible, high-gloss two part polyurethane especially formulated for fabric covered aircraft and marine surfaces subject to flexing loads. Recommended as a premium quality fabric finish over Stits Poly-Fiber covered aircraft. Wet look, high gloss. Aerotine requires catalyst, which is sold separately, and will be offered to you at the time of purchase. If you currently have an adequate supply please notify us. Aerotine additives are also sold separately, but must be requested as needed.

| Description | Size | Part No. | Price
|-------------|------|---------|-----
| Clear Poly-Fiber | 3/4 Quart | AO-100 QT | $48.95
| Clear Poly-Fiber | 3/4 Gallon | AO-100 TG | $166.10

AEROTHANE ADDITIVES

| Description | Size | Part No. | Price
|-------------|------|---------|-----
| Urethane Catalyst U-865 | 1/2 Pint | 09-05400 | $32.15
| Urethane Catalyst U-865 | Quart | 09-05500 | $98.00
| Urethane Reducer UE-820 | Quart | 09-05600 | $23.50
| Urethane Reducer UE-820 | Gallon | 09-05700 | $69.70
| Urethane Retarder UR-826 | Quart | 09-05800 | $25.75
| Urethane Retarder UR-826 | Gallon | 09-05900 | $98.40

TO ORDER AEROTHANE:

Create the part number for the Aerotine you require: Color-A-Q ( Quart) or G (Gallon). Add -K (kit) if catalyst is required. Example: 100-A-Q-K is 1 quart of color #100 with catalyst included.

POLY-TONE/AEROTHANE ENAMEL FLATTENER

Used to make Aerotine and Enamel match the semi gloss finish of Polytote, or to make either Aerotine, Polytone and Enamel Full Military Flat. Use 1 pint to flatten 1 quart. Use 1 Qt. & 1 pint to flatten 1 gallon.

| Description | Size | Part No. | Price
|-------------|------|---------|-----
| Use 1 Pint, to flatten 1 Quart | P/N 09-02052 | $29.30
| Use 1 Qt. & 1 Pint, to flatten 1 Gallon | P/N 09-02051 | $52.75

CALIBRATION THERMOMETER

Thermometer is accurate from 100°F to 400°F / 50°C to 200°C. Easy-to-read dial. Adjustable pan clip. Durable stainless steel.

| Description | P/N | Price
|-------------|-----|-----
| Thermometer | 09-00980 | $47.55

COVERITE 21ST CENTURY SEALING IRON

This is the Coverite 21st Century Iron used to apply fabric or film onto model airplane kits. This iron has a digital thermostat controlled seal. Use with LCD display. 110 Volt Sealing Iron.

| Description | P/N | Price
|-------------|-----|-----
| P/N 09-04837 | $54.95

VISCOSITY CUP

The Ford #4 viscosity cup is used for measuring the viscosity of paints and finishes to ensure a flawless finish.

| Description | P/N | Price
|-------------|-----|-----
| Viscosity Cup | 09-04776 | $11.75

IMPORTANT NOTICE:

Poly Fiber and Randolph Coatings are now manufactured by Consolidated Coatings Co. and current colors do NOT all match original Randolph colors. If matching an old color is required, please match it to a current color card or send a sample of old color for custom matching.

ALL mixed paints are special order and are non-returnable.

BLACK & DECKER THE CLASSIC IRON

With a classic design and a wide range of convenient features, The Classic™ iron brings simplicity and style back to ironing. A SmarTemp™ indicator light ensures you’re ironing at the right temperature, while the 3-way auto shutoff provides added security and peace of mind. Heats up to 180°

Features:
• Wrinkle-Fighting Power
• Aluminum Soleplate
• Steam On/Off Button
• Ironed Made Easy
• 3-Way Auto Shutoff
• Anti Drip
• Fabric Guide

Button Groove • Pivoting Cord

| Description | P/N | Price
|-------------|-----|-----
| Iron Kit | 09-00980 | $47.55

IRON KIT

Includes:
• 09-37400: Hobico Fabric Iron 110V
• 09-37358: 360° degree Black Fabric Iron
• 09-37450: Silicone Heat Sink Compound 1oz syringe

| Description | P/N | Price
|-------------|-----|-----
| Iron Kit | 09-37450 | $16.00

SILICONE HEAT SINK COMPOUND

For more accurate thermal transfer during iron calibration. 1 oz. Syringe.

| Description | P/N | Price
|-------------|-----|-----
| Silicone Heat Sink Compound | 09-37450 | $16.95
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